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What You Need to Know and Do this Week
 Training required for eSAF and TimeWatch – As we mentioned in the last
edition of Leadership Loop, some of HCA Healthcare’s online tools specifically for
Leaders will become available in August. The first two are eSAF (for all leaders)
and TimeWatch (for certain leaders). Here’s what you need to know and how to
prepare for go live.
 Changes to Materials Management, Finance, Revenue Cycle applications –
You may have participated in training and be familiar with the upcoming transitions
for the applications SMART Procurement, Lawson AP and OptiFlex Supply
Charging, which will occur on August 1. Here’s what you need to know about go
live and support.
 Training and implementation for No Passing Zones at Sister Hospitals –
Imagine lying in a bed watching people walk by your room and no one is
responding to your call for help. An environment with No Passing Zones helps
ensure this won’t happen by using teamwork and keywords at key times.
 The latest on the Mission Hospital North Tower – Have you checked out the
new webpages on Mission&Me dedicated to the Mission Hospital North Tower? As
we approach our planned opening of the new facility in October, here are three key
messages you as a leader should be sharing with your team this week.

Things to Know before You Go
 Using the Discharge Courtesy Suite at Mission Hospital – DCS for short, this
feature is designed to support Mission Hospital’s throughput goals and streamline
the discharge process. It is important for clinical team members to know about the
DCS and how it works.
 Starting this week, all classroom courses in LMS will transition to HealthStream,
HCA Healthcare’s learning management platform. Here’s what you need to
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know.
 All Mission Health team members, providers and nurses are invited to check out
the latest in Robotic-assisted Surgery at Mission Hospital on July 24. Drop by
anytime between 10:30 am – 4:30 pm; food will be provided.

 
New to Leadership Loop? Welcome, leader! Here’s some more about LL, how it works
and what you can expect.
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